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Sustainability key
to avocado growth
1,400 delegates hear how sustainable
supply is central to the many
opportunities facing the European
avocado market

L-r: Westfalia's Alk Brand with Chris White of
Fruitnet
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So obviously the challenge in terms of
social compliance grows.”
Rewe has already removed packaging from
all of its avocado SKUs – with the exception
of a net around a home-ripened line – and
the retailer is monitoring water use, social
responsibility and more. However, Weist
did have a dig at the fact avocado has
“become the antichrist for water warriors”
when there could be much
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Sustainable future
The sustainability theme was picked up
by Alk Brand, chief executive of major
supplier Westfalia Fruit. Expressing
optimism for the future of the industry,
Brand added that it was time for “new
thinking”. “I really believe that we need to
do things a bit differently,” he explained.

and we need to fight hard to have the
“I argue that not everyone will be equally
successful in doing avocado distribution in

trust of our customers and our
consumers.”
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